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Pink Panthered ‘Phrames’
The Methodology of the Thesis

1

In the spirit of Resier and Umemoto’s
Atlas of Novel Tectonics, this work
does not propose solutions to a stated
problem in the field of architecture.
Instead it provokes an entry into
subjects that are taken for granted,
yet are in dire need of re-framing in a
Postdigital age of architecture.

an intermediary to some other end, but what
if the medium of animation was engaged as a
final product of architecture? There are conditions yet to be imagined that are only possible
through the medium of animation, and cannot
exist as a single frame, still image, or materialized through a static morphology.
**This proposal for speculative architectures
that are only possible through animation, is
antithesis to the format of the printed book.
The format of this document assumes that it
is not viewed alone but is treated as a behind
the scenes companion to the 3 minute showreel “Framed Familiarity in 4 Acts”

From the beginning, the medium of choice was
always going to be Animation, but the thesis
is not necessarily about Kinetic Architectures,
and it definitely is not evaluating potential
applications of animation softwares for the
realization of the built environment.
Screenshots from The Pink Panther
episode, “The Pink Phink” (1964)
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Animation is better than Simulation

Marshall McLuhan observed that the medium
itself, shapes “the scale and form of human
association and action”1 We know film, for
instance, reconfigured our previously lineal
structuring of speed, space, and time. My targeting of animation stems from perceived gaps
in the way animation is used by architectects
today. In general, either animation is viewed as
a means of form generation, take Greg Lynn’s
animate forms for example, OR animation is
reduced to an explanatory device to represent
a sequence of assemblies. Animation is always

Animation unhinged my treatment of digital
matter. It presented a far more curious and
ambiguous vision of the ubiquitous objects of
our digital interfaces.
Animation allows objects to obtain new identities, and “physical” states through the emulation of behaviors. However, for these new
layers of diametrics to be legible, they must
be restrained by believable limitations.

McLuhan, “Understanding Media”, 9.
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Rules of Transfromation
to construct Bugs
Bunny:
“Body can stretch but
retain same Volume as
normal Poses!”
“Keep Ruff on Cheek
High it Makes Him
Younger”
“Keep Neck Fairly
Short”
“Arms Thickest at
Wrist!”
“Leg Thickest at Ankle!”

A Certain Peachiness

This statement resonates with me most when
examining Chuck Jone’s character sketches,
which establish rules of proprtion and behavior
that allow for consistency but also for flexibility.

Take for instance the skeuomorphic recycling
bin icon that lives on every desktop. Loaded
within this unassuming icon is a referral back
to an obsolete paper based universe, some
kind of moral framing emphasizing recycling
over trash, and lessons about keeping your
digital workspace clean. I also sense residues
of a corporate vision of labor and the 9-5
office structure that reduces computational
possibilities to a mere filing cabinet, but maybe that’s reading too much into the recycling
bin.

Through the selective emulation and exaggerations of behavior, Animation suggests
unimagined possibilities that extend our terms
of engagement with virtual spaces which would
never be considered through mere simulation.
With that in mind, this work adheres to the
photoreal to obtain familiarity, and slips into
the hyperreal when productive. This is a means
of operating that we already occupy with regards to the skeuomorphs of our graphical user
interfaces.

These skeuomorphic metaphors of the
past act as visual threshold devices across
analogue and digital worlds. They have
layered simultaneous states of identity, as a
representation of a physical thing, yet also
unbound to rules of matter. They operate
more as metaphorical veils that can be
animated, toggled on and off, to shift our
engagement with the digital interface. Yes,
when used without intention, skeuomorphs
can be a barrier to more intimate knowledge
of technology. However, I believe I can

Chuck Jones, Bugs Bunny
Character Sketch

instrumentalize the skeuomorph to help
reevaluate our relationship with the world
as a hybrid condition between the virtual
and the real and to engage digital media in
unexpected ways.

“Transformation is easy. It is not difficult, say for a handrail to change into a bench or a coat
rail, just, you know, for example, or, say, a counter to turn into a dishwasher rack, or say, a shelf
to turn into a table, nothing could be easier really, it’s only a question of what you get for this
labour, what you get out of it, what relations can be drawn out of such transformations…If
you want to maintain productive tension of the transformation, in a way that would articulate
difference and relation then that transformation should resist being too smooth, too easy,
because then it will not be legible as to what transformed into what, And why. And how.”2
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Rakatansky, “Tectonic Acts of Desire and Doubt, Motivations for Animation”, 184.
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These possibilities were first engaged via the
still life by Adrian Corte titled “Three Peaches
on a Stone Plinth”. To the right, you can see
Frames No. 1, 13, 31, & 40. In isolation each
portrait retains a certain peachiness. When
played sequentially – their peachiness gives
way to unfamiliar oozes and plops. In formatting this animated event as freeze frames for
the book, I discovered that Jiggliness can only
be conveyed after 16 frames per second. The
iteration that followed, features a representational frame adhered to the digital screen.
When the digital peach squeezed through
the physical frame, it allowed for the frame to
read as simultaneously a physical frame and
a representational frame. The peach slipping
through the frame probed our constant state of
fluctuating between the virtual and the real.

Jiggliness can only be conveyed
after 16 frames per second.
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The skeuomorph sits between representation
and instrumentalization. We can already see
in Shigeru Ban’s Paper House, how the introduction of a concept like paper, allows us to reimagine pervasive systems in architecture. Or
in Diller Scofidio + Renfro’s Brasserie, how the
vocabulary of animation, such as the filmstrip
can be realized as a spatial articulation.

The Methodology
Shigeru
Ban
1
Architects,
Paper House,
1995

The ubiquitous presence of the digital screen
has invited us to reevaluate our relationship
with the world as a hybrid condition between
the “virtual” and the “real”. Technology is
no longer just a means of production, but is
an extension of ourselves, as a thinking tool
that provokes new approaches to design and
unprecedented conceptions of material, form,
and aesthetics. We can already reflect on historical instances that are proto-digital through
the ambiguous use of a frame as both a graphic cymbal and immersive environment, but
there are more conditions yet to be imagined
that can only be explored through the medium
of animation.

Diller Scorfido + Renfro,
Brasserie,
1999

“Frames re-present what they frame. Such re-presentation invites us to take a second look, bids us
take
leave
from our usual
interests
and
concerns
“Frames
re-present
what they
frame.
Such
re- and to attend to what is thus re-presented. They are
devices
that help
establish
psychical
distance.”3
presentation
invites
us to take
a second
look,
bids us take leave from our usual interests
and concerns and to attend to what is thus
re-presented. They are devices that help
establish psychical distance.”3

paper that can selectively adhere to paper
characteristics, but simultaneously adopt new
abilities. The digital paper serves to activate
a hyper awareness of a digital model as not
having to be a direct replica of reality.

Through 4 Scenarios performed in the John
Soane Museum, this thesis directly operates
on the architectural imaginary, by proposing
strategies to look outside the discipline towards Animation, realism, and cinematographic
techniques to provoke alternative conceptual
frameworks and framerates within the field of
architecture.

Lastly a note about “The Pink Phink”, an
episode in which the pink panther has a
disagreement with the decorator. What commences is an epic demonstration of how animation and color can rearticulate and expand
definitions of “walls”, “doors”, “stairs”, and
especially “frames”. There is one moment
where Pink Panther leaps into a pink wall..
and disappears as if he’s completely camouflaged. The pink panther is not rendered with
tones of light, shadow, or fur. Such details
would have revealed his 3d form contrasted
against the slick surface of the freshly painted
wall. Instead, between two frames, the pink
panthers form is simply outlined, and then it
is not. He’s vanished. Such illusions are only
possible with the allowances of animation, in
which space is not so easily defined, and lives
in a realm of ambiguity. As Mark Rakatansky
says:

To test a skeuomorphic approach to design, all
of the figures, objects, architecture, and even
colors, are sampled from familiar subjects.
History, culture, time, and place, are embedded
in these digital treasures I’ve accumulated,
ranging from architectural drawings of the
John soane museum, to motion captured body
movements, and digitally scanned objects from
museum archives.
The thesis appropriates Historical analogue
prototypes of film and animation to be translated and hybridized into architectural and/
or framing operations. These “operative veils”
consist of the following:

Act 1
Act 2
Act 3
Act 4

Paperfied Promenade
Zoetropes & Phantasmagorias
Character Rigs & Puppets
Dolly shots & Jump Cuts

“Animation Allows Elastic Play when given
limits of Physical identity already established that is temporarily elongated, extended, in relation to, in comparison to that

To build continuity between these methods,
the digital model is always understood through
the lens of paper. This is specifically a digital

3 Harries, “The Broken Frame”, 67.
Image: Johann Esaias Nilson, 1756
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ESTABLISHING SHOT. Acclimating us to digital Paper

ACT 1
PAPERIFIED PROMENADE

PAPER PROMENADE Through an Architecture of Frames

The Paper Promenades into the John Soane House Museum
in London.
An Architecture of Frames, made even more visible by the
squishing of one room against another.
The house museum hybrid, blurs what are considered habitual objects of a lived space, and what has been framed
for display

TWO TONE THRESHOLD Superimposition of Paper & zoetropes
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Operation 1

Paperify
What does it mean to Paperify?
By treating the digital model as if it is made of paper, suddenly there is a dual understanding of the 3d model as
both an object that can be held and toyed with, and a representation of an inhabitable space.
As an operative veil, the behavior of paper begins to activate a series of material constraints and conceptual “actions” that would be impossible to perceive if the model is
imagined as a direct representation of physical space. The
digital paper allows us to selectively lift the veil, providing a
condition that is not quite paper!
Susan Stewart describes “that a miniature becomes a
stage on which we project, by means of association or intertextuality, a deliberatly framed series of actions,” It is with a
similar intent, that paperifying digital models sets a stage
to narrativize the architecture in new ways.
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Internal Discourse
Question:

Answer:

Before Paper was agr
eed
upon, someone in a rev
iew
asked me to clarify, “It’
s
digital paper, right?”

Of Course! While that
might seem obvious, this
is infact a significant des
tinction to be made, tha
t is
inherent to any skeuom
oprhic matter.

Comment:

About the colors, I dec
ided
color was a necessary
to in
the paperfication proces
s
to homogenize irrelev
ant
details within the soane.
It provided a visual cue
to
build continuity betwe
en
dis separate things.

The following papery behaviors were considered to be adopted
digitally:
Stack and Delaminate: Paper can be a single sheet or a bound
object (like a book). The act of compressing, and decompressing the surface volumetricized the 2D Plane.
Bend, Crease, Warp, Crinkle, Rip, fold: All operations that can
be simulated with a digital surface, and reveal the thinness
of paper when animate
Tint or Transmit: Paper can receive and cast shadows, and the
thinner the paper the more translucent. With this in mind, the
paperfied surface behaves like a substrate to be painted by
light and shadow
Cover: specifically, in terms of wallpaper, veneer, or wrapping
paper, Paper is a medium that can hold a surface image be
imprinted or applied to another surface. It has a slightly richer connotation than the texture map.

Just as I had sampled
the
soane museum, I sam
pled
the color pallate. I sel
ected
a Wes Anderson theme
,
as his colors always hav
e
anachronistic qualitie
s,
that resonate with a tim
e
and place.

1

Question:

Answer:

What are bad uses of
color?

Color as a callout. Suc
h as
the monotone image wit
h
a few areas highlighte
d as
color (callouts flat ten)
Color as a mere naviga
tional tool. The color needs
to
sit within the reality of
the
image.

Delamination
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Why Soane?

Comments on Props and Location Scouting

“In gandys unfinished watercolor view of this
library, twilit shafts of light burst into the
interior space at a low angle of entry with the
distant hills and the sea visible through the
window. The linear incised pendentive dome
and sail vaults seem to be actively shaped
by the sunbeams. The fanning tunnel of light
appears to push the taught domed inclosure
into place.”1
John Soane’s architecture was heavily
intertwined in his partnership with the
illustrator, Joseph Gandy.
1

Gandy’s “misrepresentations” and pictorial
manipulations freed Soane’s Work. At times his
representations were more immersive than the
real thing.
Soanes work was certainly theatrical, and
the space of his House Museum was protocinematographic. For instance, the use of
mirrors in the breakfast room allows different
time periods to be conflated and viewed from a
single vantage point.
However, all of his work required the partniship
with the representer, to animate his works, and
to draw out its whole intent.

Joseph Gandy, Library
of Pitzhanger, 1803

Joseph Gandy An architectural
Visionary in Georgian England, Brian Lukacher

1
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ACT 2
ZOETROPING IN THE
BREAKFAST ROOM
The zoetrope charges the breakfast room as a space for
both observing and to be observed. Just as a slightly
imperfect mirrors provide us with a device to consciously
differentiate between reality and what is reflected,

MIRROR SHOT IN THE
ROUGH
Introducing an aspiration for digital
imperfections
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COLORED CROSS-CUTTING

A visible Frameline combined with the stretching and compressing
of a sequence of animations allows us to consciously register
previously illegible relationships within the interior.
The Zoetrope aspires for low resolutions, and lower framerates
in a hi definition universe.

incidental proximities of the adjacent acts

RIBBONED FRAMELINES

MATRIX BULLET TIME BUT IN A ZOETROPE.

The space inbetween the frame, made visible by brightly colored streamers

A reconsideration of the LOW RES Zoetropic view of an interior
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Operation 2

Zoetroping
The zoetrope and its predecessor, the phenakistiscope,
served as philosophical toys that played with the illusionary reality of our perception of objects. These devices
place the body into a unique mode of being simultaneously a spectator, a subject being observed (in reference to
the study of vision), and as an operator of a machine. (This
differs from cinema experiences in which an observer is
immobile and subject to an optical experience.)
What are the defining characteristics?
Zoetrope’s are hand operated mechanisms - The ability to
slow and speed up the succession of images allows the
audience to also operate the illusionary reality
They frame a way of viewing(The phenakistiscope is viewed
through a mirror, the zoetrope is viewed around a table
through slots in the wall, a praxinoscope places mirrors at
the core that reflect the image up to viewers around the
table)
They rely on persistence of vision (the flicker fusion threshold). It only works because the images have enough similarity for us to register the difference from fame to frame.
The persistence of vision can be activated by many mechanisms but always requires a rhythmic state of on + off:
A flickering light
Faceted mirrors
Slotted frames
Ultimately it Requires a relationship between a static frame
and something that moves.
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ACT 3
CHARACTER RIGGING
THE SEPULCHRAL CHAMBER
The Breakfast Room meets the new characters of the
sepulchral chamber, I think its blushing. Through situations
and poses, the living still-life establishes the material
reality of the space. But then paper delaminates from the
previously solid wall.

THE TABLEAU A fiigure posed to engage the camera frame as much
as its environmental frames.
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STORY WITHIN A STORY.

Bridging spatial gaps with visual narrative

35

The shifts in lighting and the silent actions of the figure,
conflates the character within the frame of view and the
objects on display. Decisions had to be made about whether
to respect the bounds of a 2d object, or to tear across
the perceived surface. I allowed the figure to make most
of those decisions.

A SILENT FILM Character is situational. brought about by their

reactions to the environmnet. In this case, the papered character of the
architecture itself iis born out of its rigged relationships within the scene

36
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Operation 3

Character Rigged
In a story, a film, or an architectural space, a character is
brought forth via a subject’s reactions in an environment
or circumstance. It is from the fragments of relational and
responsive forces at play that we can begin to construct a
character, or a unique individual. So, in our modes of representing character, we cannot merely express forces as results, but as live and animate situations. Character is a far
more complex, and psychological territory than the strange
circulation diagrams in public spaces that are common in
architectural simulations. (It is this definition of character
as situational that is key to why we can project character
onto something as reductive as a sock puppet. )
Disney is famous for recycling animations and often used
a pre-mocap technique referred to as rotoscoping. This is a
direct tracing of camera footage frame by frame. The same
underlying movement or behavior can be applied to many
bodies or forms to achieve a sense of realism. The unique
aspect of animations use of motion capture or rotoscoping
vs the direct overlay of graphics that are popular in AR and
facial tracking software, is the ability for the animator to
select when the character deviates from the established
norm.
“the character rig” is easily the common thread across
these techniques of capturing the inherent relationship between action, body, and a situation.
Defining characteristics of the character rig…
It has a common definition across bodies. (all bodies and
forms have a similar skeleton) This allows us to register
when a behavior deviates from familiar movements
It has a limited range of motion. There are rules to how a
body is constructed that dictate believable behaviors
A puppet is in some ways the paper model version of a
character rig. It overlays the familiar mechanisms of the
body with the tectonic possibilities of a material. It takes
on liberties with a character, similar to animation, but within a set of constructed rules.
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What lies beyond the wall of a paper model? I’d assume more
paper. In a filmic sense, the bounds of whats beyond the wall are
dependent on the next scene. It is only through the situational
puppeteering of the surfaces within this scene that the outside is
projected as environment.

AMBIGUOUS LOCATION SHOOTING

CONTINUITY EDITING

our conception of the environment beyond

through symbols

The actions of the objects, figures, and surfaces author

40

Match on Action, establishing a relationship accross dis-separate spaces
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DOUBLED DOLLY SHOTS From the stretching of
the double facade to the doubling of the library through
the mirror

PINK PANTHER-ED WALL-PAPER

ACT 4
JUMPCUTTING THE LIBRARY

We Jump to room that I will mention is not located
where you are meant to think it is. The environment again
builds a threshold from what came before, some paper
actors dropped through it as well. Camera dollys, suggest
familiar spatial construction generally tethered to mechanical
or bodily restraints. Its curious to explore a digital model through cameras at any focal length or point of view,
but instead I remain with the familiar, to imagine a pink
panthered jumpcut, or a paperfied dollyshot. We end with
a recursion, as most animation does. Seeking out familiar
points of alignment, repetition to build a productive tension
between believability and unresolved possibilities.

FRAMED JUMP CUTTING
44
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This is only the beginning of how a skeuomorphic under-

standing of animation can help to recover techniques of
the past and build a vocabulary for its future applications.

ACCORDION FOLDED
CAMERA PANS

DIGITAL RECURSIONS
for speculating on when an
animation does not need to
hold true to the narrative
logics a film

46
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Operation 4

Jump Cuts &
Dolly Shots
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In Walter Murch’s book, “in the blink of an eye”, he
discusses the art of film editing and what the implications
are of human beings being confronted by a new format
of linked images. He poses a question, “why do cuts
work?” Why are we able to be displaced between fields
of vision, and sometimes even jump across time as well
as space? Such a visual displacement does not seem
like something that we have a familiar experience of in
our everyday life. However, the fact that it does work
means that films are not bound to time and space. Also,
its exceedingly difficult to produce a continuous long shot
without people making mistakes. So now have our brains
been wired for film cuts because of its ubiquity in filmic
technique?

The fundamental implications of jump cuts and dolly
shots are:
1.
Their ubiquity and familiarity due to logistical
constraints of a human operated camera. This provides
an opportunity to play with unfamiliar views and camera
pans because of the affordances of digital models.
2.
cinematographic space is always defined
by incompleteness and fragments. There is always
a question of what did the camera leave out of the
pictureframe? Within film there is not a conception of
“stable space” and it always hinges on how the viewer
infers a unified whole. The experience of film cuts and
camera movements are largely to guide the audience in
perceiving an assumed whole based on bits and pieces.
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Why Film and Animation?
Sort of A Conclusion, but there is more to be considered

First, I want to consider a scene in “the discrete
charm of the bourgeoisie”. A party of finely
dressed and elegant people file into a dining
room. The camera presents a view of 3 walls,
and as the characters look around the space
admiring the décor, there is no indication that
the wall behind us is unusual. A server walks
out with two odd looking roasted chickens. He
drops one onto the floor, then picks it up and
places it on the table anyway. The diner’s seated
at the table pick up the rubber prop food with
confusion, when suddenly the 4th wall becomes
a curtain which is drawn back, transforming the
intimate dinner scene into a theatrical event with
an audience.
This moment suggests how a point of view, or
the presence of a spectator can drastically shift
the occupation of a space.

Surveillance technology, such as the webcam,
and the camera in film has provided a lens
to reevaluate already existing conditions of
everyday life. If we turn our attention to the
John Soane museum, it may feel dated and
irrelevant to modern life, but in fact, there are
more lessons that can be extracted even today.
The john Soane museum is not just any house
museum, which typically is a house that was
converted to a museum after ones death in
order to memorialize and preserve the architecture and a time period long gone. Instead, the
soane museum was a home that was occupied
at the same time it was designed to display
artifacts. This hybrid condition presents a
blurry line between what is considered objects
of a lived space, and what has been framed for
display.

Consider the pink panther in reference to the
discrete charm of the bourgeoisie. Animation
allows for things to be elastic and transformable.
Similarly, the presence of a camera, a frame,
or an audience, allows us to shift between
an unconscious occupancy of a domestic
environment into a performance or maybe a
hyper-aware occupancy. (Take for instance our
current condition of remote learning during
which my bedroom, historically the most private
and intimate domestic space is suddenly placed
on display. With the introduction of a web cam,
or a spectator, suddenly my behavior and framing of my bedroom is conscious of how I project
professionalism.)

50

The architectural element of “the frame” allows
for two quite different states of occupation to
coexist.
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history operated differently: it was not wahat Bann has termed
“the desire for history” but history’s staging. A discursive relation, a
dialogue between history and the contemporary moment of display
was created and made manifest by the presence and voice of the
owner-curator who was both inhabitant and tourguide, “mediating
between past and present.” -pg34

The Virtual Window
From Alberti to Microsoft

“The interface of the computer display makes a “new” multiple“window”/multiple-screen format a daily lens, a vernacular system
of visuality. This remade visual vernacular requires new descriptors
for its fractured, multiple, simultaneous, ime-shiftable sense of
space and time. Philosphies and critical theories that address the
subject as a nodal point in a communicational matrix have failed to
consider this important paradigm shift in visual address.” -pg 3
The screens of cinema, television, and computers open “virtual
windows” that ventilate the static materialities and temporalities of
their viewers. A “windowed” multiplicity of perspectives implies new
laws of “presence” -- not only here and there, but also then and now
--- a multiple view --- sometimes enhanced, sometimes diminished
-- out the window. --pg 5

Being and the Screen
How the digital changes
perception
-Stephane Vial

“The internet forces us to reflect on what until the, without thinking
too much about it, we called “reality.” This question is intensely
philosophical. What can one indeed say about the being of this
both sensible and intelligible thing that is a menu icon on a digital
interface, an avatar on socal networks, or a virtual character in a
video game? Is it the same thing as a piece of wax? Or is it, rather,
a pice of mind matter? Or it is one of those realities we call virtual?
But what is hiding behind this deceptive term, virtual? What is the
being of digital beings? And above all what are they doing to our
being? What becomes of our being-in-the-world in the age of digital
beings? - pg 10
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“Most of the time we are prevented from really seeing the things
around us by the way we are caught up in the world; just what is
closest to us and most familiar, such as the shoes we are wearing
or the ceiling of our living room, is only half seen or not at all, calling
itself to our attention only when something goes wrong: a shoe loses its heel or a spreading stain on the ceiling tells us once again it
is time to call the plumber. But here our perception is too obviously
concerned to permit a purely aesthetic response.

“A mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, and anthropomorphism--in short, a sum of human relations, which have been
enhanced, transposed, and embellished poetically and rhetorically,
and which often long use seem firm, canonical, and obligatory to
a people : truths are illusions about which one has forgotten that
this is what they are: metaphors which are worn out and without
sensuous power,; coins which lost their picture and now matter only
as metal, no longer as coins.” --pg59

Monsters of Architecture Anthropomorphism
in Architectural Theory
Marco Frascari

Meaning of Modern Art
Karsten Harries

“Traditionally, the theoretical image of a human body is incorporated in the constructed body of a specific architectural monument,
the theatre. The theater/body relation tells us that architecture has
its own class of reflective objects. Those architectural objects are
not necessarily physical such as stone or cement, nor technical
such as geometry or the science of construction, nor historical such
as typology or decoration, nor literary such as composition or criticism. The objects proper to architecture result from a knowledge
internal to architecture concerning human nature and its way of
organizing time, space, and artifacts in a place.” --pg 5

The Veil of Isis is an allegorical motif that represents the inaccessibility of natures secrets. In the meaning of modern Art, Karsten
Harries pulls this metaphor (the veil) to look at how our intentions
with representation, are also to uncover some revelation about the
world.
“it appears rather when the mind passes from one concept to another. to make such a passage possible there must be a certain relation between the two concepts which we can seize and yet do not
understand. But this relation, perhaps a superficial similarity, may
not be explicable by analysis. IF an explanation is lacking, the mind,
meditating on the nature of the relation, unable to give a reasonable
account for it its freed for the intuition of a reality which transcends
or underlies the finite and conceptual. “
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The Picturesque
John Macarthur

Appropriation in terms of view…
“Through the resource of a frame, Repton turned the village into
a landscape as we see by comparing the views. The frame introduces a new balance to the pictorial composition. The existing
framing trees are strengthened by some low shrubs to the right ,the
foreground now flows out as a lawn to the mid-ground and the midground becomes a mixture of Repton’s prospert and the houses
of others. However, the frame also hides those objects that were
inappropriate because they are disgusting, like the crippled beggar
and the butcher’s shop with its legs of mutton hanging over the
dusty road.” -pg187

Signal Image Architecture - John May

“for a long time, architectural surface labor was orthographic -which
is to say that just like writing surfaces (texts), architectural surfaces
(drawings) consisted of hand-mechanical gestures governed by rulebound systems of geometric marks.”
today our “post orthographic” electronic surfaces (interfaces)
enmesh our work in so-called “real-time”. Unlike the orthographic
surface the interface “is a complex apparatus that appears as a
simple surface,” which seems to be unitary,” but is always fragmentary and complex-... always carefully perforated to allow strategically
mediated interactions.”

Notes around the Doppler Effect and Other
Moods of Modernism

In the Blink of an Eye
Walter Murch

In the world of interior
capital.
The Crystal Palace
By Peter Sloterdijk

“The truth of the matter is that film is actually being “cut” twenty-four times a second. Each frame is a displacement from the
previous one --- it is just that in a continuous shot, the space/time
displacement from frame to frame is small enough (twenty milliseconds) for the audience to see it as motion within a context rather
than as twenty-four different contexts a second. On the other hand
when the visual displacement is great enough (as at the moment of
the cut), we are forced to re-evaluate the new image as a different
context; miraculously, most of the time we have no problem in doing
this.” -6

“While the elite arcades, which never exceeded smaller and medium dimensions, served to make the world of merchandise cozy and
its mise-en-scene glamorous in a covered promenade, the enormous Crystal Palace---the valid prophetic building form of the 19th
Century (which was immediately copied around the world)---already
pointed to an integral, experience-oriented, popular capitalism, in
which nothing less was at stake than the complete absorption of
the outer world into an inner space that was calculated through and
through. The arcades constituted a canopied intermezzo between
streets and squares; the Crystal Palace, in contrast, already conjured up the idea of a building that would be spacious enough in
order, perhaps, never to have to leave it again.”

“Parallax is the theatrical effect of a peripatetic view of an object.
It takes into account how the context and the viewer complete the
work of art.
Where the doppler differs from parallax is in that it is not purely
optical. Predicated on waves that can be auditory or visual, the
Doppler suggests that the optical and conceptual are only two of
many sensibilities. Additionally, it is not a reading strategy -- that is,
it is not just an unfolding reading of an artwork -- but an atmospheric interaction. It foregrounds the belief that both the subject and the
object carry and exchange information and energy…
Each one of us experiences moments of repetition, coincidence
or duplication, where echoes of other experiences, conversations,
moods and encounters affect current ones. Such momentary echos
are like tracks out of alignment, hearing and seeing out of phase
that generate momentary deja vus, an overlap of real and virtual
worlds.”
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